NUVEQ MOBILE CREDENTIALS
CLOUD-BASED ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM | MOBILE ACCESS

REMOTE AND CONTACTLESS

EASY VISITOR MANAGEMENT

MULTIPLE OPERATION MODES

Nuveq Mobile Credentials are
managed remotely through Nuveq
Cloud Access Portal. Credentials can
be assigned or revoked
instantaneously by system
administrators as needed.

Visitor self-registration is
integrated into the app to allow
for Visitors to request a visit to a
premise. Visits can be approved
or declined by the Administrator
on Nuveq Cloud Access Portal to
offer easy but secure Visitor
Management.

Background Mode Operation
Unlocked mode
Button access mode

NUVEQ MOBILE ACCESS
YOUR DIGITAL KEY CARD TO ACCESSING BUILDINGS

Nuveq’s Mobile Access allows you to use your own
smartphone as key to access doors, facilities and
more. By using your smartphone as a credential,
managing and using an access card becomes
easier, faster and safer.
Nuveq Cloud Access Portal allows management of
all your users and access permissions in a unified
interface.
Creating,
granting
or
revoking
permissions, transfer or renewal of credentials can
be done easily from a single login. Nuveq’s API
allows for integration to third-party systems to
expand the functionality of the total solution.

CORE TECHNOLOGIES
Fast and easy contactless solution
NFC Support both NFC & BLE
Compatible with iOS & Android

Two-Factor Authentication
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MOBILE CREDENTIAL

Nuveq Mobile Access allows you to use your
own smartphone as a key to access doors,
facilities and more.
By using your smartphone as a credential,
managing and using an access card becomes
easier, faster, and safer.

CONTACTLESS MOBILE SOLUTION COMPATIBLE WITH IOS AND ANDROID
Nuveq Mobile Access uses Bluetooth Low Energy to exchange credentials
with Nuveq Bluetooth readers to securely access a door. Credential exchange
is encrypted using AES 256 encryption and random code-hopping to prevent
replay attacks. Proprietary key exchange and communication methods
prevent manipulation or cloning of credentials to other devices.

COMPREHENSIVE MOBILE ACCESS SOLUTION
Nuveq Cloud Access Portal allows management of all your users and
access permissions in a unified interface. Creating, granting or revoking
permissions, transfer or renewal of credentials can be done easily from
a single login. Nuveq’s API allows for integration to third-party systems
to expand the functionality of the total solution.
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